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View from the Dome
Friends and neighbors,
I want to begin by thanking everyone for your words of kindness and congratulations for the celebration of our 30th anniversary of
service to the field of radionics, as well as the reception we have received for our new radionic instruments - The Seeker and The
Beacon. I am so proud of the response we have gotten – it has simply been tremendous. Again, thanks to all of you!
In this issue we lead with some ideas and observations from our good friend Pennsylvania Pete. Pete began his research in radionics
just a few years ago, yet he is already bringing some fresh and interesting insights to the field. He touches on an absolutely
monumental point; whether “cold scanning” a new scalar rate or running a program that you have run a hundred times before, a
clear focused intent is fundamental to the success of your radionic research.
This is a theme that reappears in a new article by Cathie Jordan, in which she shares the secrets of advanced potentization that were
developed some 20 years ago in collaboration with my stepmother, Marianne Kelly. Together they were able to develop a simple but
extremely effective method for imbuing complex and long lasting energy patterns into physical media, thus creating the
electronic equivalent of the medicine bags and prayer stones of traditional and native cultures. This is a process that you can easily
duplicate in your own laboratory using the principles you are already utilizing on a daily basis.
Together these articles help illustrate that clear visualization of the specific outcomes you desire provide the blueprints for creation of
the realities that you wish to achieve. It is the active focus of the mind - that intangible but undeniable living consciousness inside
each of us – that is the interface between the boundless and infinite energy of universal creation and the three dimensional world
that we perceive as physical reality. Whether through prayer, mantra or radionic instrument, it is the actual act of focusing that
gives shape to these destinies large and small. (It is for this reason that a drawing on a piece of paper can serve as an effective
radionics device, though of course this approach has the significant disadvantage of using the operator as the source of energy
rather than allowing the hardware to do the work after the rates are set.)
The act of visualizing and clearly establishing the outcomes you wish to achieve are of pivotal importance to reaching all of your
goals in life, not just in the field of radionics. Ever wonder how some people seem to accomplish so much while other seems to
languish amid vague dreams of health and wealth? The act of devising specific plans for specific outcomes not only provides that
fundamental focus and energy, but the act of planning illuminates the path from here to there. Will there be roadblocks, obstacles
and pitfalls? Yes, almost certainly… but the very process of identifying those barriers also starts the process of identifying the ways
to either eliminate those obstacles or to move over, under or around them. Keep moving forward with clear destinations in mind and
you will find yourself standing on the thresholds of those dreams that once seemed impossible. Nothing is impossible!
Everything is achievable!
With warmest wishes to you and yours,

PS: Also in this issue is a new feature: KRT Connections. This is your opportunity to directly communicate with the other KRT
subscribers around the world. Send us your message or announcement and we will publish it!

OUR MISSION is to put top quality scalar, resonance and phase conjugate technology in the hands
of the vast community of radionic, psychotronic and other “subtle energy” researchers.

Radionic Thoughts by Pennsylvania Pete
I think it is funny that I am writing about Radionics because so many people know much more than me but then I always did a
lot of writing! In fact, one of the thrills of my life was when I saw one of my articles translated into Japanese. For those more
advanced than me I hope this doesn’t bore you. If I provide some misinformation feel free to tell everyone but make sure you
also tell me!
I am becoming increasingly comfortable with thoughts about radionics and how it can be used to make life interesting. I love
cold scanning so this is something that I feel is a natural way to work. The real problem is in defining what I want to cold scan
for. I also reject all limitations. Any limitation not imposed by God just means that I went about it incorrectly. Radionics has
become part of my religious belief. In fact, it has made my faith stronger. God gave us a great tool in radionics and I use it
just as I use prayer. Here are a few of my experiments.
Something I thought of several months ago was that my system, a Kelly Large Ag,* and I might not be fully attuned to each
other. Keep in mind that everything worked very well. I was getting really good results but I wanted to see if I could optimize
the connection between the system and myself so that my results would improve. I came up with the following statement,
"Prepare operator for maximum effectiveness in operating unit and results of operating unit with harm to no one”. I cold
scanned and got the result 25.00 - 27.50. Next I cold scanned for the statement, “Prepare unit for proper operation and
maximum effectiveness of results with no harm to anyone. I got the results of 27.75 - 38.75. Finally, I cold scanned for the
statement, “Clear area of all bad and protect area during operation”. The result was 38.50 - 58.00. Since I believe that the
radionics unit is just an extension of myself and since I was operating the unit there was no need to put anything in the witness
well. What would I put in? A witness of the Radionics unit? A witness of me? Both? It seems to me that neither was
necessary in this special case since I was operating upon the combined system of me and the unit, using me and the unit. I
think this worked but you can find out for yourself.
I have been thinking about the fact that a radionics unit works even without power. In fact, just the symbol of a radionics unit
works! The first radionics unit I ever used was printed on paper in a class at a USPA conference. It worked! Old magazine
articles from some impressive people also indicated that the symbol of a radionics unit would work. This gave me an
interesting idea which I want to experiment with in the future. I setup a radionics unit and put it in broadcast mode. If I take a
picture of it what I have is a symbol of a fully setup and operating radionics unit! I think that if I then pin a witness to this
symbol of a system it should operate. The witness completes the circuit. It is worth thinking about and playing with.
I have managed to find a larger than expected number of books on Radionics at Amazon.com and eBay. When I see a book on
this topic I generally buy it. I really enjoy reading and books are my preferred form of reading. A book that I picked up
several months ago and really enjoyed is a small yellow paperback entitled, “My Search For Radionic Truths”. The subtitle is,
“with Possibilities of Acceptance by Science and Medicine”. The book was written by R. Murray Denning is published by
Borderland Sciences Research Foundation and has an ISBN of 0-945685-01-7. As so many radionics books seem to be, this
one is a personal account and is set in Great Britain. The book was first published in 1981 with the first U.S. edition published
in 1988. The book was hard to put down. It actually has several photos!
Many of the timers that I have purchased for use with my radionics system have been mechanical. I didn’t want the battery to
run out just as I was using it. To put it bluntly, I now know why my teachers (THANK YOU GUYS!) use electronic timers. I
found a really nice timer made by Williams-Sonoma. It has three banks just like my Kelly Ag system. The banks are setup
vertically and I use the top timer to represent the top bank, the middle timer to represent the middle bank and so on. I
purchased it on eBay and it was not expensive.
Finally, for anyone interested in forming a Radionics discussion group in the Philadelphia area please contact the publisher of
this newsletter. My concept is that it will operate similarly to a book discussion group but the subject will be radionics. This
will be informal and noncommercial so I have nothing to sell. It will just be a fun time with people interested in radionics
talking about radionics!
* [Also known as the Kelly Large Agricultural Workstation, or “The Workstation” for short! - Ed]
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PSYCHOTRONIC FARMING
A controversial technique is having a growing impact in the farm community
An Interview with Peter Kelly by Leslie Aickin
Originally published in Living With The Land (IC#8) Winter 1984, Page 55. Copyright (c) 1985, 1997 by Context Institute.

Leslie: How does psychotronics work?
Peter: It is really very simple, if you first understand what modern physics has discovered:
Everything in this universe seems to be patterns of energy at its primary level, and it is these
patterns of energy crossing and recrossing their nodal points and their resonant points that make
the physical universe, or seem to. They create a holographic pattern which is the physical substance
itself. Psychotronics is a way of tuning into these patterns of energy - these nodal points of crossing
or points of resonance, whatever you want to call them.
Leslie: How do you do that tuning, what equipment do you use?
Peter: Our tuners are rectangular boxes, about 2 feet long, by 1.5 feet high by 1 foot deep, filled
with various electronic components, and functioning somewhat like a bridge circuit in ordinary
electronics. As you may know, a bridge circuit has three known sides plus a fourth side that can be
filled by an unknown component to be tested. In a similar way, a psychotropic tuner detects the
energy fields around whatever you put into it.
Leslie: Where do you put the specimen that you are working with?
Peter: Into an input well. You then turn the dials connected to the variable capacitors, and (here's
where it gets a little tricky) you have to rub an acrylic plate at the same time until your fingers stick
to the plate. The operator has to be trained to do this successfully.
Leslie: So the operator winds up being part of the whole circuit?
Peter: Normally. We've had some success with a system that does away with the operator, but it's
still in the experimental stages.
Leslie: What then do you do with these techniques?
Peter: When you can tune into something and attune to an aspect of it, then its possible to modify
its patterns of energy, and thus to affect the physical substance that is based on these patterns. For
example, if you have a pattern that corresponds to a e coli bacteria and you were to transpose this
pattern electronically and feed it back 90 degrees out of phase, in theory, you would see that the
two opposite wave forms should cancel out, which would mean that the e coli would be cancelled
out, and that is what we find to be the case in working with primitive organisms. Particularly in
agriculture, things in their larval stage, or their simpler stages, are most amenable to cancellation or
elimination.
Leslie: On the physical plane would you be observing dying?
Peter: Not dying, disappearing.
Leslie: So you wouldn't have a remnant form or body?
Peter: No, not in the very simple organisms. In a more complex one, you would have some
remnants, but in the simple ones they just go back to their native materials, like water and basic
energy. I know in research that has been done in, for example, corn borers, the corn borers literally
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dissolve in the ear of corn itself. You see the path leading down into where they were and just a wet
smear, and that is all that is left of them, to be reabsorbed by the corn.
That is where psychotronics has come from. The direction it is going to is completely different. We've
started taking to heart a lot of what Dr. Phillip Challahan has been saying. He is an entomologist
with the USDA out of Gainsville FL, and author of the books Tuning In To Nature, Soul Of The Ghost
Moth, and Ancient Mysteries, Modern Visions. In his books he shows that the structure of the insects
themselves make them receptors for microwave level radiation or near infrared - very high
microwave - and that the signal that comes off of, say, a field of unhealthy corn broadcasts to these
insects and attracts them. So our approach nowadays, rather than trying to kill anything (since
everything has its place in nature somewhere, even the insects in cleaning up diseased corn or
unbalanced crops), would be to raise the vitality of the plant, raise the vitality of the field, so that
the insects are no longer attracted to them in the first place.
Leslie: In addition to no longer attracting damaging insects, does healthy corn also attract helpful
organisms?
Peter: Absolutely. In connection with this we could go in a number of different directions, but let's
start with the soil. Over the years, the soils in most fields have become literally a witch's brew of
chemicals in various levels. First, they have put on mineral type fertilizers that tend to make the soil
more full of salt every year, which means less conducive to life. Second, they have been using
herbicides and pesticides to try to eliminate the problems that their unhealthy soil has caused.
We take that soil and in enough instances have demonstrated that first, we can neutralize these
various chemicals that have been placed on these fields over many years. Second, we can clean out
any imbalances in the fields that existed in the first place. Then we match the soil to any of a
number of varieties of seeds. In effect, what we're saying is, "OK, you seeds, which of you can grow
best in this type of soil?"
Leslie: You use a psychotronics device in order to determine this?
Peter: Oh yes, and find out what nutrients are available in the field, and then comparing it to what
the plant would need through to its full production as a crop. Then we can potentize or add energy of
the seed back to the seed. Now that seems strange unless you can remember that because
everything is patterns of energy, if we take the pattern of energy off of a seed, then we can replicate
that pattern of energy and cast it back to the same seed. Next we take the fertilizer that shows best
suited to the seed and the soil, and take out any factors that show to be detrimental to either the
seed or the soil. Before we apply the fertilizer, after we have cleaned it out and balanced it, we can
potentize it, which means that if before you needed a ton per acre, now you only need 200 pounds
per acre. And then we can find out what the seed and later the plant is going to need all the way
until it is harvested as far as additional minerals or nutrients or whatever.
Leslie: So you can set up a program to encourage maximum health for the plant throughout its
whole cycle?
Peter: Right through to harvest. What we are trying to do is to take the very inexact science of
agriculture and make it a more exact science so that a farmer doesn't have to spend as much to
produce, and yet what he does produce is very high in quality. To give you an example, one of our
farmers last year had a total planting cost per acre for corn of $29/acre, compared to a national
average of about $120/acre.
He's taking his own manure, turning it into compost, and balancing it and potentizing it using his
psychotropic techniques. He is getting equivalent yields to anyone in his neighborhood, yet spending
only 1/4 what they are. His product doesn't mold, doesn't spoil, has very high sugar readings
because of the way he is producing it. We have other farmers who have sugar (Brix) readings on
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their alfalfa hay that are astounding, up around 30% sugar range, which is unheard of. Having such
a high quality, such a high natural sugar level, the stuff doesn't spoil.
Leslie: So storage becomes an easier function as well?
Peter: Absolutely. The way it's been done in the past is that the old salesman comes up to the farm
and says, "Well, how many acres you going to do in corn this year?" And the farmer says, "Well, I'm
going to do 200 acres in corn." And the guy says, "You are going to need X tons of fertilizer, when
do you want it, and how are you going to pay for it?" And he just takes what they bring him.
Leslie: Which is a very low labor approach in one way of looking at it, not in the long term, but in
the sort term. Do you find that farmers using your type of fertilizing program put more labor into the
care of their fields, as opposed to more money?
Peter: There is a balance struck. For example, it doesn't take much thinking to realize that if you
are spending $29 or $30 per acre as opposed to $120 per acre, somewhere in there is a $90 per
acre premium that you are going to get, and you can afford to spend a little bit more time in doing
your own composting.
Leslie: How would you characterize the people who seem to be attracted to using psychotronics as
an alternative to conventional methods?
Peter: The ones that are at the bitter end, one step away from bankruptcy.
Leslie: They have one more crop to make it or break it?
Peter: That's right. And once they have turned things around and at least break even for that year,
once they see how what we're doing is cost effective, then they're sold for life. Now some of the
farmers that we've trained have taken the better part of a year to get their land clear, to get their
animals cleaned out, to get the cows so that they don't have chronic mastitis, or whatever. But if
they stick with it, they get results. For example, there are all sorts of tests they do on milk and on
dairy herds in most states. Typical is what they call a somatic cell count of the milk. Up to something
like a million cells is relatively safe. We have farmers now that (without putting any antibiotics in
their feed like most others do) are getting somatic cell counts under 100!
They also don't have a lot of abortion taking place in the cows, which has been a big problem for a
lot of farmers. These guys clean and balance their feed and water, and also work on their crops. So
something is happening, it's real, and it's affecting their bottom line where everything is affected in
the end.
Leslie: What kind of time commitment does your training take?
Peter: My best answer is as much time as they have to spare.
Leslie: This is for basic training in how to use psychotronics equipment and becoming familiar with
their fields and that sort of thing?
Peter: Yes, and then the big thing of course is taking it home and using it. Those that do are
becoming very successful. Those that put it on the side or just say well, you know, maybe this isn't
what I thought it should be, end up without any real gain. It is not something you can do a little of,
you have to make a commitment to work on these things, as we teach, and if they do, then we
virtually guarantee they will have changes in their operation. We haven't lost a farmer yet, once
they got hold of what we're doing, which is pretty remarkable when you consider the rate of farm
bankruptcies in recent years.
Leslie: How do these farmers hear about psychotronics in the first place?
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Peter: Everything has been word of mouth so far. One guy telling his neighbor who tells his
neighbor who tells a relative in another state and they are curious, or they have a friend that's
curious, and they have heard of it or something. We have as yet to advertise anything we've ever
done and yet, between the personal classes and the agricultural classes, we've trained over 2000
people in five years.
Leslie: That's a substantial number of farmers, Peter.
Peter: Yes, and it's going up exponentially, too.
Leslie: How widespread is psychotronic farming? Where do the people come from?
Peter: I've had people from Hawaii, Maine, California, Washington State, Idaho, just about every
state in the U.S.. I've got apple orchards in Connecticut and Vermont, dairy farmers in New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Iowa, Wisconsin. All through the farm belt, everywhere. As a matter of fact, I
can't think of a single state where I haven't trained at least one person so far, plus many from other
countries also.
Leslie: Do you find that the people who are using psychotronics with farming come from any
particular age group or educational background?
Peter: No, we've had them from 18 years old to the late 70s in the classes we've taught. In fact
we've had one elderly couple from western Virginia that have a goat farm. We also get people from
many different religious and philosophical backgrounds. In addition to all the usual denominations,
we've had Amish, Mennonites, and others of the "plain people," as they call themselves.
Leslie: So the people who are using it, then, are not necessarily people who are already predisposed
to alternative solutions?
Peter: Exactly. For some of them, that's the farthest thing from their minds. We feel very
comfortable about that because we're creating a level of awareness that is affecting the whole
nation, not just a specialized group of freethinkers.
Leslie: How does what you are doing with psychotropic farming relate to approaches like biological
agriculture and permaculture?
Peter: It adds a whole other dimension and puts you 5 years ahead right away because you can
absolutely see the relationships between your land and anything you put on it or do with it. In our
training, what we stress, more than any other thing, more than the actual treating of the land, is the
capability to know exactly where your land is at - the absolute ability to diagnose.
Leslie: Could the techniques you are developing be used as a technological fix that would still leave
some important attitude questions about the land unaddressed?
Peter: I won't claim that these techniques can't be misused, but all our material is set up to teach a
person to go for a cause behind a cause behind a cause. For example, at one time the farm family
was thought of as the healthiest segment of the population, with all that fresh air, good hard work,
and good basic food. But now because of all the chemicals they are using, the farm community is full
of stories of heart attacks and early cancers in 20 and 30 year olds and a birth defect level higher
than the national average.
So our first emphasis for these folks is for them to get themselves cleaned and balanced, and
attitudes are an essential part of this. Once they have done this, then they can do the same thing to
everything around them, their animals and then their land.
To make it work, you have to deal with the whole system.
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KRT Connections
Connecting people and ideas

CONTEXT INSTITUTE
The interview with our founder, Peter Kelly, was reprinted with permission from the great folks at
the CONTEXT INSTITUTE. Since its founding in 1979, CONTEXT INSTITUTE has explored how
human society can achieve true sustainability, with the ability to meet the needs of the present
without diminishing the prospects for the future. The CONTEXT INSTITUTE serves as both a catalyst
for promoting lasting cultural change and a resource for planetary success strategies.
Executive Director Lianna Gilman notes, “We are best
Quarterly of Humane Sustainable Culture, which was in
themes and articles integrate systems thinking, solutions
long-term perspective, and the belief that each one of
toward a sustainable future.”

known for our journal, IN CONTEXT: A
print from 1983 to 1995. Our journal’s
orientation, ecologically sound principles,
us has something positive to contribute

The entire collection of In Context’s 900+ articles are currently available at the CONTEXT INSTITUTE
website: www.context.org.

Our friend Pennsylvania Pete wants to form a discussion group for radionic researchers who live
in the area of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. Any interested parties are welcome to drop us a note or
give us a call and we’ll pass on his telephone number.

Back To Your Roots Soil Solutions is pleased to host Fundamentals of Radionics – a three day
course in basic subtle energy theory and applied radionics with an emphasis on practical use of the
instrument to agriculture, livestock and the environment in which we live.
This course will be held on Monday, December 8 through Wednesday, December 10, at the Ramada
Hotel and Golf Dome in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. Enrollment in the course is $350 for new
students and $150 for returning students, with all fees payable in Canadian dollars.
For complete information and enrollment please contact:
Back To Your Roots Soil Solutions
Box 1236
Shellbrook, SK S0J 2E0
Canada
Phone: 306-747-8124
Fax: 306-747-3469
Email: backtoyourroots@sasktel.net

KRT Connections is provided as a service for the benefit of those researchers who seek to participate in a free exchange of
ideas and information with like minded individuals. Kelly Research Technologies cannot be held responsible for the accuracy
or effectiveness of any information exchanged or delivered at any class, seminar or between any two parties.
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Advanced Potentization

by Cathie Jordan

Back in the early 1990’s Peter Kelly’s wife, Marianne, would regularly host a weekly meeting of a group of
friends who held a common interest in exploring and sharing interesting ideas, unique talents and special skills.
Any given week we would learn about one of a wide variety of topics – crystal use, tuning fork resonance, and
many others. After many thought-provoking sessions the members of the group were separated by life’s evermoving currents, until eventually only Marianne and I remained.

Potentized Programs
We decided to focus our investigations of deeper uses for the radionic equipment
beyond the day-to-day energy balancing we had been doing. One opportunity for
study came to light almost immediately; at the time several researchers had
remarked on just how much day-to-day energy balancing one really should do in
the course of maintaining a busy farm or other energy system.
As is so often the case, we found the answer by looking to the older technologies
of the world. We were familiar with the concept of traditional prayer stones and
Native American “medicine” bags - physical objects that are charged with
beneficial energy patterns through direct interaction with the limitless power of
the human mind. Meditation, prayers, blessings and sacred chanting – these are but a few of the methods that
have been used around the world to define, focus and energize an intent into a physical object.
In the past we had used the Electronic Potentizer to make crystals charged with energy patterns for protection,
luck or other daily assistance, but up until that point we had only imprinted one energy pattern at a time. We
decided to see if we could use the Electronic Potentizer to imprint a complex collection of scalar energy patterns
into a physical object – entire programs of benefits that would work at comparable levels of power and
longevity as the traditional methods.

Defining the Intent
Pivotal to success when dowsing for radionic rates is the operator’s ability to clearly focus his or her intent on
the outcome(s) that are desired. The human mind acts as a focusing lens through which energy can be directed
during the visualization process. As the level of detail and focus brought to the visualization is increased, so is
the mental lens more sharply focused toward a specific future reality actually coming to pass.
In order to ensure our goals were clearly defined, we started by outlining what we wanted each program to
accomplish over the long term, then established very clear intents for each program. We also decided to try to
address any possible patterns of interference that might challenge
our core intent, thus making them more universal and less specific to
Basics of Rate Scanning
a given situation, and strong enough to deflect any negative
patterns.
1. Set all rate dials on all banks to
zero, then turn on as many banks as
Developing the Rates
will be utilized.
(Use of multiple
Primary Rate: After we defined the core intent of the program we
banks allows creation of more
developed a primary rate for this statement by dowsing with the
complex energy patterns.)
radionic instrument. We felt that by establishing a core rate we
2. Focus with as much clarity and
would avoid swaying from the program as we produced it. In this
mental intensity as possible on the
way, the primary rate would serve as the central column that would
goals and objectives of the rate
support the rest of the program.
being developed.
3. Scan for the most powerful scalar
Secondary Rates and Supportive Mechanisms: Next we listed
resonance points on each bank by
the secondary components of the program and the supportive
turning each rate dial in turn while
mechanisms. These were statements of intent that helped to further
selecting
the
most
pronounced
define exactly what we wanted the program to do, and to help
response
from
the
rub
plate,
reduce the risk that the program would also deliver unintended
pendulum
or
other
detection
method.
consequences or negative side effects. Early on we found that a
4. Fine-tune the final readings on
program imbued with only the primary intent could be too harsh.
each dial by very carefully scanning
Adding supportive mechanisms allowed the programs to work in very
the area within a couple of ticks on
mild, subtle ways. Supportive mechanisms could be anything that
either side of where the initial
was effective in easing any abrupt responses from the core purpose,
response was noted.
such as colors, mineral reagents, other homeopathic remedies,
5. Record the final one, two or three
chakra energy systems, meridians and affirmations, as well as
bank rate.
additional scanned radionic rates.
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Closing Statements and Rate Protection: Finally, we developed closing statements - elements of intent that
ensured that the programs could not be easily altered, nor the energy therein subverted to other purposes.
These protective rates served as a final layer of protection for the core intent at the center of the program.
The resulting programs could be extremely long and complex! Our Earth Stones program was developed with a
primary intent of bringing balance to soil and the organic systems therein. Beyond this simple primary intent
were no less than sixteen single-spaced pages of secondary, supportive, protection and closing statements that
addressed such characteristics as elemental chemical composition and amino acid levels; contamination by
specific pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, petrochemicals, toxins and radiation; and a variety of soil and plant
enriching modalities.

The Substrate
Selection: We also worked to locate a physical medium that could retain such complex programs with the
longevity and intensity levels that we desired. We first examined pendant-sized stones with the intention of
creating energy-enhanced jewelry, but soon found that the limited surface area present in a single stone was a
bottleneck to the radiation of our imprinted energy program.
After some trial and error we found a successful substrate when we gathered crystals, minerals and mineralgrade gemstones intuitively at a local mineral show, then reduced them to the size of aquarium gravel using an
inexpensive rock tumbler. We placed the minerals and gemstones in one-gallon glass jars that would fit within a
Large Well that had been connected in-line with a Kelly Potentizer and a Personal Instrument. Not only did the
large number of relatively small stones greatly increase the total surface area available for energy release, but
the blend of minerals was revealed to provide a natural supporting mechanism; the mix of the energy patterns
unique to each type of gem and mineral helped to balance the flow of scalar energy release.
Clearing: Before potentizing, the stones first needed to be cleansed of any programming that they may have
obtained during normal handling. After washing them in water, we placed the gemstones in pans in the sun for
the most powerful energy clearing possible.

Potentizing
One at a time we potentized the primary, secondary and closing rates into the gemstones, imprinting the stones
with the intent-defined energy patterns that we had developed.
Several interesting factors became evident during the potentization process:
•

•

•

Phase: A handy rule of thumb for evaluating potentizing
phase setting is that the “in phase” setting is used when an
energy pattern is to be added to a system, while the “out
of phase” setting is used to take an energy pattern out of a
system. With programs of this complexity we quickly
realized that the old rule of thumb did not apply – every
line in the program had to be tested individually to identify
the correct phase setting. With each and every item there
were different potencies.
Stacking Order: Whether mixing up fertilizer or baking in
the kitchen, the order in which the individual ingredients
are added makes a big difference in the final results.
Similarly, we discovered that with complex potentization
programs the order in which each program element was
added to the imprint made a difference, with some
elements even having the ability to erase the whole imprint
conducted thus far. It was thus very important to dowse
the final list of program steps in order to establish the
correct stacking order.
Stages of Potency: Novice radionics researchers often
seek to deliver the maximum available power in every
situation, however this approach does not always deliver
the optimum result. Just as too much salt will spoil the
dinner, too much of a given energy patter can spoil the
outcome. For this reason, carefully checking and observing
the degrees of potency was very important.
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Basics of Potentizing
1. Set all dials on the radionic
instrument to the desired rates,
activating those banks.
2. Add any support mechanisms to
the instrument’s input well or the
signal input connector.
3. Test for in-phase vs. out-of-phase
potentizing by checking for a stick
with the switch in each position.
4. Test for optimum stages of
potency by turning the potency dial
until a stick is found.
5. Activate the amplifier on the
radionic instrument, then test for
duration of broadcast using the
intensity dial.
6. After
broadcast,
retest
for
additional stages of potency and
rebroadcast as necessary. When no
additional stages are detected,
potentization is complete.
7. Test
resultant
potency
by
checking impact to General Vitality or
specific rates of interest.
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Bottling
After the potentization process was complete, we placed smaller amounts of the blended gemstones into small
jars labeled with their primary intent. A higher state of energy release can be delivered merely by rolling the
jars between your hands or shaking the stones inside. The jars are small enough to be carried within a pocket
or purse, yet large enough to maintain a strong mass of energy.

Results
Together Marianne and I were able to prove that it was possible to use an electronic potentizer to bind custom
designed energy programs of almost unlimited complexity to a physical substrate. The results were so
successful that gemstones processed nearly 15 years ago are still energized to their full effectiveness. It is a
totally awesome process that can be done by anyone.

Celestial Solutions Prayer Stones
KRT is proud to offer the Prayer Stones that Cathie Jordan still creates using the
advanced potentization process she developed with Marianne Kelly. If you do
not have time to create your own programs, consider trying one of Cathie’s
Celestial Solutions Prayer Stones:
BUSINESS: Designed to encourage and maintain a positive, successful path that is free from
stumbling blocks.
DENTAL:

Developed to enhance the unique expressions of the self.

EARTH:

Used to balance the soil by burying open test tube(s) in the location(s) of interest.

EYE:

Used to bring focus, awareness and insight to vision and other levels of perception.

MEMORY:

Programmed to help recapture lost moments in time.

PARASITE: Devised to address issues commonly associated with parasites and parasitic action.
PHYSICAL: Created to minimize the stresses associated with minor general physical discomforts.
PROSPERITY: Developed to enhance self-worth of a person, place and/or thing.
SKIN:

Designed to build and grow self confidence through appearance.

WEIGHT:

Built for the underlying emotional and other patterns associated with weight retention.

Celestial Solutions Prayer Stones……………………………….…….$25.00 per Jar, Bottle or Tube
Jars are approximately 2 inches in diameter and 2 inches tall, with 20% to 25% available capacity filled with potentized
mineral blend. Celestial Solutions Prayer Stones may lose their effectivness if exposed to x-rays, strong magnetic fields or
direct sunlight. These stones are intended to influence energy patterns, not replace proper medical or mental health care.

Make Your Own Prayer Stones!
Anyone can make their own prayer stones using a Kelly radionics instrument, a Kelly
Electronic Potentizer, a clearly focused intent and the process described above. Let KRT
provide the supplies for the project:
Glass Jars: These straight sided clear glass jars are approximately 2 inches in diameter and 2 inches tall:
perfect for your mineral blend, glass beads, sand or other inert substrates. They also make excellent containers
for general radionic samples.
Straight Sided Clear Glass Jars with Black Lids…………....…..…$3.00 each -OR- 4 for $10.00
Glass Jars with Mineral Blend: Utilize the same handpicked blend of cleaned, deprogrammed tumbled
minerals that Cathie uses to create the Celestial Solutions Mineral Blend. These “raw” minerals are ready for
your unique programs and energy patterns.

Celestial Solutions Mineral Blend……………………………………….……….………….$10.00 per Jar
Kelly Research Report
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Facing a Health Challenge
When faced with life’s health challenges it is important to remember and take action upon those
sources of strength, energy and power that have brought us forward through the trials of the past.
An excellent source of inspiration is waiting for those who will take the time to think, visualize,
verbalize and then write down those power sources.
For example, here is an example of a small fraction of a list contributed by a long time friend and
ally who has recently faced a serious challenge.
God. Be silent and listen. Make time to BE where it is quiet, safe and comfortable so that you can
quiet the mind and reflect upon the messages that you are given.
Spouse. A spouse or significant other can be an extremely important source of comfort and
understanding, a sounding board and partner in whatever challenge(s) you may have.
Family and Friends. Whenever there is a challenge in your life, the support and understanding of
family and friends is so important to your maintain once at a solid level of comfort. A friend or family
member who has been through a similar challenge can also offer the foundation and knowledge for
you to develop your own protocol for addressing your own challenge.
Call All Angels. Depending on your belief system this may be something you may want to consider
for your particular health challenge. Ask to be restored to that state of perfection from which you
originally came.
Medical System. With a health challenge it can be vitally important that a proficient, qualified
medical practitioner be found. This person or persons must have your confidence – someone who
will listen and work with your belief system. Diagnostic tests may provide important information in
order to establish your developing protocol.
Alternative Medical Systems. Consider any alternative systems that may impact your situation.
Acupuncture/acupressure, massage, aromatherapy, music therapy, color therapy and many others
are ancient arts used by billions around the world. In every case seek out qualified practitioners and
remember to weigh carefully before choosing someone whose claims seem too good to be true.
Responsibility for One’s Own Health. Each and every one of us must take the responsibility for
our own health. It is not the responsibility of your health care professional. If you feel that your
health care professional needs further investigation, do so. If your health care professional appears
or seems upset by your choice than perhaps you need to seek out another health care professional.
You are in charge, you steer the direction your care will take. You have choices – use them!
Water – H2O. Water is an extremely important item when considering health challenges. Good
water is a must for both drinking and bathing. The use of a slice of lemon with the first drinking
water of the day will help keep the body in good pH balance.
Exercise. Exercise can not be stressed enough. We must all exercise more and more each day.
Walk or ride a bike to the post office or store. Find a beautiful park or garden to visit. Anything or
anyway that would make mobility a priority in your life should be considered.
Sleep. This cannot be emphasized enough. The body needs to sleep in order to address any
extremes and damages experienced while awake. Sleep is the time when the body repairs itself. And
remember sleep is the most beneficial when done in the darkness (no lights) and away from
electromagnetic interferences.
Emotions. Not enough can be said about the emotions. Keeping positive emotions flowing and
eliminate the causes of negative emotions. These acts will improve health and the quality of life.
Healing Touch. Evaluate alternative methods or tools that can be used (or administered by
qualified practitioners) that may assist you or become a part of your protocol.
Kelly Research Report
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Belief System. A belief system is a foundation in life. As we experience new things, our belief
system may grow and adjust for the good of the individual. Think very carefully about any belief
system that imprints limitations that sabotage the protocols used to fight the challenge.
Supplements. Take a look at and reviewing your supplements is extremely important when looking
at health challenges. There may be new things that need to be added for your particular challenge
and others than need to go based on your protocol.
Antioxidants. Although every diet should contain antioxidants, there may be a need to look at what
you are taking or consuming that would be more beneficial to your current challenge.
Meridians. These are the pathways for the electrical system of the bodies. When there is a short
circuit in the body’s electrical system it can affect many areas other than the major challenge.
Consider utilizing a traditional practitioner to restore and maintain the energy system.
Elimination Systems. Doing whatever is necessary to maintain the efficient function of the 5
internal elimination systems: kidneys, spleen, colon, liver and lungs. Do not forget to care for the
body’s largest elimination organ – the skin!
Healthy Environment. Do whatever is necessary to maintain a healthy environment for yourself.
Keep in mind that living under power lines, next to a nuclear power plant or near a source of air
pollution is not living in a healthy environment.
Sunshine. Despite reports to the contrary, we really need some sunshine each day. If we are
outside with our garden then we are more than likely getting enough sunshine. Many who have
routines, running errands, going to the post office and the like usually are getting enough sunshine.
But those who do not get out doors are not getting this vital element of health, energy and
cleansing.
Family History. Remember to look to those family members who may have had similar challenges
and study their fate. This can be very helpful if you are evaluating protocols. But it also can be
devastating if you look to the outcome. Stay objective as hard as it may seem.
Mental Awareness. Many times when faced with what might be considered an insurmountable
challenge, our mental attitude and awareness becomes crucial to our well being. If our attitude is
depressed then our body finds it hard to consider being healthy. If we have limited our awareness
and information, then we are limited by that knowledge and often find it hard to take responsibility
for our own health. So many times we want someone else to fix it, like our health care professional.
But the responsibility to investigate and research all our options is really our own.
Attitude. A person’s attitude is perhaps the most important part of any challenge. How you perceive
the challenge has a great deal to do with the outcome. A ‘poor me’ attitude sets the stage for a
negative response to the challenge at hand. If it is perceived as just another hurdle to leap and learn
from, everything moves in a positive direction.
Patience. This is often defined as the will or ability to wait or endure without complaint. In our
current environment with all that life asks of us, it is extremely difficult to exhibit with patience.
From the health viewpoint, developing patience is an absolute must.
Love and Peace. Keep love and peace part of your every day life, which in turn will help alleviate
stress. All things encountered we should see with love and calmness.

Bark less, wag more!
The Secret of Life, according to a veterinarian friend of ours.
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